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Abstract 

Between the late 1990s and early 2000s, Turkey witnessed an era of reform generally known 

as the era of ‘Europeanisation’. Since the late 2000s, it has experienced a de-Europeanisation 

and authoritarian transformation. This study explores the ways this changing political context 

has affected the feminist movement’s influence on law-making. It adopts a chronological 

approach starting with the achievements of the movement before the turn of the century and 

ends with an examination of its impact since the Justice and Development Party (AKP) 

assumed government. It is based on a range of sources, including 17 semi-structured interviews 

with leading NGOs and activists. The study contributes to existing scholarship by establishing 

a clear timeline for feminist advocacy in law-making, and providing activists’ interpretations 

of challenges or potential areas of success. The study concludes that while the capacity of the 

feminist movement to influence law-making has been significantly restricted in recent years, 

there is a women’s alliance fighting to protect earlier achievements in domestic law.  

 

Keywords: Turkey, gender equality, feminist movement, law, Europeanisation, 
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Introduction 

The fact that gender inequality persists all around the world justifies the need for a constant 

fight for women’s rights. Gender inequality is still evident regardless of whether women live 

in conservative and religious societies or in social democracies.1 This is also true for women 

in Turkey, who lack political, social, cultural and economic rights and face biased treatments 

including the violation of women’s right to equal protection under the law. 2 

Following the proclamation of the Turkish Republic in 1923, Turkey underwent 

reforms derived from the Westernisation agenda of Ataturk, the founder of the Republic. The 

1920s and 1930s witnessed many reforms that affected women positively, including the first 

civil code and the first penal code (1926), and women’s right to vote and stand for election (in 

1934). These reforms, carried out during the early times of the Republic, gave rise to the myth 

of ‘emancipated’ Turkish women because of the Republic’s status as the only secular state 

among Islamic countries. As a result, women’s rights were omitted from the state’s agenda for 

a very long time. In fact, for decades, the myth of the ‘emancipated’ Turkish women fuelled 

the oppression on women because it allowed both secular and conservative parties not to press 

for any reforms to bring about greater gender equality. Kandiyoti has therefore referred to 

Turkish women as ‘emancipated but unliberated’. 3 In fact, it could be argued that this also 

accurately describes Turkish women for many decades since as they have continued to be 

subjected to a culture of honour and shame codes, a religion with rules on proper female 

behaviour, and Kemalist4 discourse on asexual, self-sacrificing Turkish women.5 Even the left 

movement of the 1970s was not keen to change gender roles but cherished them as ‘the values 

of the people’.6 Hence, for decades secularists, leftists, and conservatives have all upheld 

traditional gender roles, unequal legislation and taboos on women’s sexuality. Consequently, 

women’s participation in political, social and economic spheres up to the present has been 

limited. Overall, women have remained uneducated,7 unemployed,8 overworked in the home,9 



discriminated in the formal labour market,10 and abused in the informal economy.11 And men 

have continued to control their lives and sexuality.12  

The suppression of women is aided by domestic law and case law, which articulate 

particular roles and behaviour deemed ‘appropriate’ for women, effectively endorsing a  male 

breadwinner – female homemaker model. That is why the feminist movement has focussed on 

changing the patriarchal nature of domestic law. For instance, the women’s march in 1987 was 

a protest against both the physical violence against women (VAW) and a court decision in 

which the judge overruled a woman’s demand for divorce by saying ‘no woman should be 

without a child in her womb and a stick on her back’.13  

 This study is concerned with the feminist as opposed to the women’s movement. Today 

in Turkey there are various women’s movements, including the Kurdish Women’s Movement, 

the Islamist Women’s Movement, and the Kemalist Women’s Movement. Each of these has a 

slightly different agenda. For example, the Kemalist groups generally focus on education or 

motherhood within the Turkish nationalist framework, while the Kurdish women’s movement 

comprises peace-building, human rights, minority rights, fundamental freedoms among others. 

The feminist movement, on the other hand, focuses on feminist issues and is particularly 

concerned to bring about legislative change that will reinforce women’s rights and eliminate 

gender discrimination.14 This is not to say, however, that the feminist movement operates in 

isolation from other women’s movements. Further on, evidence will be provided of temporary 

alliances between different women’s groups. It should be noted that the word ‘feminist’ is 

mostly not accepted or even properly understood by the wider population. Also the derogatory 

and defamatory discourse of the AKP about feminists has contributed to a generally negative 

understanding of the word feminist. 

The study focuses on the period 1998 to 2018 and assesses the influence of the feminist 

movement on law-making amidst a changing political landscape. In the late 1990s, the feminist 



movement achieved some significant legislative successes at a time when Turkey’s EU 

candidacy was also recognised. After the millennium, however, there was a slowly growing 

shift from Europeanisation to selective Europeanisation and finally to de-Europeanisation and 

more recently authoritarianism which have limited the movement’s ability to affect legislative 

change. The following will first provide some background about the rise and nature of the 

feminist movement. It then moves on to look at key changes in domestic law affecting gender 

equality. Finally, it assesses the experience of feminist activists since November 2002 when 

the AKP assumed government.  

There is a vast body of work on women in Turkey. Historians have covered women’s 

lives from the late Ottoman Empire to post-1980 coup but have so far largely ignored the period 

under consideration in this article.15 Political scientists, on the other hand, have focussed 

largely on secularism, neoliberalism, and Islamisation, including the headscarf issue - the most 

visible gendered problem in Turkey.16 And finally, legal scholars have focussed mostly on 

women’s rights, both in an international and national context.17 Under the authoritarian rule of 

President Erdoğan, law is largely used as an instrument to achieve the AKP’s patriarchal 

agenda; that is, to control women’s rights, equality and agency. This article contributes to 

existing legal scholarship by tracing how law has come to play this restrictive role. It not only 

offers a timeline for feminist advocacy in law-making but also explores how feminist activists 

have interpreted the shifts in the political context in recent decades which either facilitated or 

hindered their aim of achieving gender equality.  

Methodology  

In addition to document analysis (amendments in the constitution, civil code, penal code, and 

related Constitutional Court case law), interviews were conducted with prominent feminist 

activists and NGOs working to change domestic law. The selection criteria for sampling 

interviewees included:  experience; contributions to the movement; and length of time working 



or volunteering. Considering the period covered in this study (1998 to 2018), prominent 

activists or NGOs offer intimate knowledge and experience of feminist advocacy in law-

making. Interviewees came from well-known NGOs or are activists known for their media 

work and (academic and non-academic) writing. The first sample of interviewees expanded by 

use of the snowballing method: seventeen interviews were conducted between June and 

October 2018. All interviews were conducted confidentially, and the names of interviewees are 

withheld by mutual agreement for ethical reasons. Semi-structured interview questions focused 

on interviewees’ backgrounds, their experience of feminist advocacy in law-making before and 

after the AKP assumed government, the AKP’s approach to women’s rights and the feminist 

movement, and interviewees’ involvement in law-making during the AKP’s time in 

government. 

A crucial concept used in this study is Europeanisation. According to Radaelli, drawing 

upon Ladrech’s,18 Europeanisation  refers to:  

‘Processes of (a) construction, (b) diffusion, and (c) institutionalization of formal and 

informal rules, procedures, policy paradigms, styles, “ways of doing things”, and shared 

beliefs and norms which are first defined and consolidated in the making of EU public 

policy and politics and then incorporated in the logic of domestic discourse, identities, 

political structures, and public policies’.19  

When national policy becomes less European, Radaelli refers to it as a process of 

retrenchment.20 A more useful concept, however, has been advanced Aydın-Düzgit, namely 

de-Europeanisation or the ‘loss or weakening of the EU/Europe as a normative/political context 

and as a reference point in domestic settings and national public debates’.21 Eventually this 

results in ‘scepticism and indifference towards Europe’ and ‘a turning away from Europe in 

many spheres of politics and society’.22  



De-Europeanisation comprises cases ‘where reforms are reversed as well as ones where 

reform is incurred without the need or obligation to attain alignment with the EU, or where 

actors deliberately refrain from referring to the EU in justification of the reforms undertaken’.23 

These two concepts – Europeanisation and de-Europeanisation – are essential for this study 

because initially the feminist movement’s lobbying activities occurred both at the national and 

EU level and after the Turkish government and society began to turn away from the EU, 

lobbying at EU level did not make any difference for the feminist movement. Furthermore, 

civic space has been gradually restricted since the 2011 general election as Erdoğan has 

consolidated his power and the regime has become more and more authoritarian. In addition to 

oppression and the negative public discourse on the feminist movement, the AKP government 

has formed government-organised non-governmental organisations (GONGOs) to promote its 

women’s agenda.24    

When asked to assess their challenges and successes, interviewees pointed to changes 

in the period 1998 to 2018 that coincide with the Europeanisation, selective Europeanisation, 

de-Europeanisation and Islamisation periods outlined in existing literature on modern Turkey 

(see figure 1).25  Interviews were recorded and transcripts thematically analysed following 

coding stages.26 The analysis focused on: collaboration; communication between the feminist 

movement and the AKP; lobbying activities of the feminist movement; the AKP’s (deliberate) 

ignorance of or disengagement from women’s issues; lost fights of the feminist movement; the 

AKP’s conservative gender agenda; draft legislation; and amendments in domestic law that 

have reduced women’s rights. What is striking from all interviews is that the interviewees 

repeatedly described the last five years as a period of resistance by an alliance of various 

women’s groups. Interviewees’ categorisations and experiences of feminist advocacy are 

visualised in Figure 1.  

 



Feminist Movement - Background 

Following the military coup in 1980,27 political organisations were shut down and civic space 

was restricted. In the restrictive post-coup atmosphere, leftist women’s groups transformed, 

depoliticised, and developed new strategies to survive: women’s groups began to gather in 

houses to discuss ‘women’s questions’ before moving onto the streets.28 These gatherings grew 

into a campaign for Turkey’s ratification of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) which was ratified in 1985. The awareness-raising 

activism phase in the 1980s – including gatherings, workshops, festivals, demonstrations, legal 

aid, health advice bureaus, and publications – was followed by an institution-building phase in 

the 1990s.29 Institutions like Purple Roof Women’s Shelter, the Women’s Museum, the 

Women’s Library, the Directorate General on the Status and Problems of Women, and various 

research centres were established. Within two decades, the feminist movement became more 

organised and grew stronger. The movement created a widespread campaign in big cities. In 

1990, article 438 of the penal code, which granted reduced sentences to rapists if the victim 

was a sex-worker, was repealed.30 Two years later, article 159 of the civil code demanding a 

husband’s permission for married woman to work was annulled.31 And in 1998, a law 

prohibiting adultery by women was repealed.  

The years following the recognition of Turkey’s EU candidacy in 1999 are often 

referred to as the ‘golden age’ of political transformation because it led to attempts to 

harmonise Turkish law with EU regulations (EU harmonisation).32 EU conditionality gave the 

feminist movement an important lever to pressure the government to adopt reforms. Much of 

the progress in gender equality after the turn of the century, in fact, was the result of the 

expansion of the feminist movement and its decision to bring its agenda in line with Turkey’s 

EU accession. Through ‘sustained pressure’ on the state, 33  the movement protested until their 

demands were acknowledged. Although it met formidable opposition from conservative and 



nationalist parliamentarians, the movement helped to bring about both a new civil and penal 

code.  

 

Changes in Domestic Law 

Constitutionalisation of Gender Equality  

In 2001, two years after the recognition of Turkey’s EU candidacy, 34 articles of the 

constitution –mostly on human rights and fundamental freedoms– were amended.34 

Amendment of article 41 was fundamental for women because it redefined family as ‘between 

equal spouses’ and abolished the subordinate position of woman. In 2004, article 10 was 

amended to grant women and men equal rights and to make the State responsible for ensuring 

equality in practice.35 Also article 90 was amended to recognise the supremacy of international 

agreements, including the CEDAW.36 

Between 1999 and 2007, a series of legal amendments were adopted to harmonise 

domestic law with EU law, aiming to achieve European standards of the rule of law and 

democracy, and improve the protection of human, cultural, and political rights. By improving 

minority rights, freedom of expression, freedom of association, and civil-military relations, 

they did much to offer women from different ethnic and religious backgrounds greater 

protection before the law. 

When the AKP came to power in 2002, the country was pro-EU. Yet this soon changed 

as the AKP adopted only reforms that helped to promote its own agenda.37 For example, when 

article 10, equality between women and men, was amended again in 2010, the AKP did not 

consider adding a clause on positive action for women despite the demands made by women. 

The amendment in 2010 only covered recognition of measures taken for children, elderly, 

disabled people, widows and veterans as not to be considered violation of the principle of 



equality before the law. Considering the AKP’s Islamist agenda, rejecting positive action for 

women was not surprising. Besides, the constitutional reform package in 2010 included 

reforms of the judicial system and civil – military relations.38 And finally, in 2017 a referendum 

led to the amendment of the constitution and other laws that create a presidential system of 

government and suspended checks and balances on executive power. This made Erdoğan the 

first person to be simultaneously the head of government and head of the Turkish state, while 

also remaining chairperson of AKP.  This has deepened authoritarianism and further restricted 

civic space in the country, especially for women. 

A Family of Equals: Civil Code Reform  

Compared to the Islamic law (sharia) that it replaced in 1926, the first civil code granted women 

rights in marriage, inheritance, divorce, and child custody. Over time, however, the code lost 

its relevance. Between 1951 and 2001, various proposal were made to reform the code but 

without any success.39 As such, reforming this obsolete code in line with current needs and 

expectations of women became the main focus of feminist advocacy.40 To achieve this goal, 

the feminist movement had to lobby and reach other women. Subsequently, The Civil Code 

Women’s Platform was established by some 126 women’s groups to campaign for a new civil 

code. 41 They managed to create a ‘general atmosphere where objections to equality between 

men and women were viewed with scorn’. 42  

Lobbying of the feminist movement resulted in setting up of a commission at the 

Ministry of Justice that completed a draft proposal in late 1998, albeit one that was dismissed 

because of the upcoming general election in April 1999.43 After the election, a new commission 

was formed to revise the civil code proposal. This new proposal was presented to the Turkish 

Parliament in 1999. Following, the Justice Commission had begun to work on the proposal in 

April 2000 and completed it in June 2001.44 



Of course, the new proposal caused debate especially among conservative 

parliamentarians and particularly with regards to the question of matrimonial property.45 It 

suggested that women would be  entitled to an equal share of the assets accumulated throughout 

the duration of a marriage. As a result of women’s efforts, the opposing forces had to accept 

the new property regime but they managed to formulate a very last minute solution on the 

clause.  Even though some parliamentarians of the Virtue Party (which later split into two 

parties - the AKP and the Felicity Party) voted against it,46 the new civil code was accepted in 

2001.  

The old civil code that defined the husband as the head of the household and gave him 

sole custody over children in case of divorce was replaced by a new code that gave spouses 

‘equal decision making powers’ and ‘equal rights’ over the marriage union, children, and any 

property acquired during marriage. It also offered women the right to a place of residence 

(under the old code, a wife’s place of residence was her husband’s) and equal rights to the 

family home (the so-called ‘annotation on family abode’)47 which further gave women a 

‘voice’ in family matters.  

The new clauses relating to property in marriage meant that domestic work by 

housewives was now recognised as a contribution to marriage. And it also meant that any 

property obtained during marriage was to be equally divided between spouses in case of 

divorce. This promised much for women’s economic empowerment but at a last-minute change 

in the Parliament, the new clauses only applied to property acquired after 1 January 2002. The 

feminist movement was against this restriction, having argued that the new clauses should 

apply to all property acquired during marriage, regardless of the time of acquisition.48   

The new civil code furthermore ended the supremacy of male children in the case of 

inheritance; removed the term ‘illegitimate’ for children born out of wedlock; and gave same 

inheritance rights to both legitimate and illegitimate children. In theory these new inheritance 



rights improved women’s status but the impact has been limited by Turkey’s patriarchal culture 

and Islamic codes. Toktas and O’Neil, for example, have found that religious people choose to 

ignore the official civil code and apply Islamic law, i.e. religious women, although they have 

equal inheritance rights, tend to either renounce or give back their share (to a man in the family) 

because of religious customs.49 

Acknowledging women as individuals: Penal Code Reform 

The old penal code (1926) was based on customs. It mainly considered women as ‘belonging’ 

to fathers, husbands and families. Therefore, crimes against women were considered crimes 

against the women’s families and society in general. Since the old code endorsed gender 

inequality, the feminist movement also focussed on reforming the penal code. After a 

successful campaign for the civil code, many women and LGBT+ organisations gathered under 

a platform called the Penal Code Women’s Platform.50 The platform’s reform campaign lasted 

three years and produced a draft penal code that recognised women’s individuality, body 

integrity, sexual and bodily autonomy and rights.51   

This campaign coincided with the AKP’s first term in office – the period that the AKP 

had to convince both secularists in Turkey and EU bureaucrats in Brussels since the EU 

membership was still on the agenda.52 Therefore, when the AKP kept refusing to meet with the 

representatives of the Penal Code Women’s Platform, the platform tried to sway opinion by 

holding press meetings and conferences and by lobbying media representatives, members of 

Parliament, and EU officials. Through exerting pressure both at national and European level, 

the platform in the end had managed to insert 30 of their 35 recommendations into the new 

penal code.53   

The new penal code became law in September 2004 and it was a significant 

improvement from the old penal code’s vague patriarchal constructs like public customs, 

shame, chastity, morality, and decency.54 The new code dismissed differential treatment of 



girls and women, and eliminated discrimination against non-virgin and unmarried women, 

removed consent in articles regulating the sexual abuse of children, removed an article about 

mothers killing their new-born children, and abolished articles legitimising abduction and rape 

in cases where the perpetrator had married the victim.55 These amendments did much to protect 

and acknowledge the sexual and bodily rights of women and girls, and included tougher 

sentences for violations of the law.   

The new penal code also included articles that criminalised marital rape, defined sexual 

assault by security forces as an aggravated offence, criminalised domestic abuse and sexual 

harassment in the workplace.56 Another important amendment to the penal code related to 

honour killings. Even before the new code was adopted, the feminist movement had 

campaigned for the annulment of Article 462 of the old code that granted a reduced sentence 

to anyone killing or wounding a family member. As part of the sixth EU harmonisation package 

in 2003, this article was annulled. Although the new penal code did not use the term ‘honour 

killings’, it included measures to prevent reduced sentences (article 29) and tougher penalties 

for killings in the name of custom (article 82).57 However, under Erdoğan’s rule, case law tends 

to reproduce the patriarchal constructs such as customs and honour that underpinned the 

previous penal code as judges have continued to interpret the penal code through their 

patriarchal understandings of gender relations. As a result, case law has become an important 

aspect of feminist advocacy at the local level. 

  

Capacity of the Feminist Movement to influence Law-making (2002 - 2018) 

 

While the previous section examined key changes in domestic law from a gender perspective 

and the role that the feminist movement played in bringing this about, using interviews with 



feminist activists, this section explores the ways in which the changing political context has 

impacted upon the feminist movement since the turn of the century.   

Using the EU Accession Agenda 

Until the late 2000s, the EU accession agenda offered leverage for the feminist movement. 

While the EU accession agenda is not, like the CEDAW, about women’s rights per se 

interviewees mentioned that they used the EU accession agenda as much as Turkey’s 

ratification of CEDAW to advance women’s rights in domestic law.58 According to one 

interviewee, it would have not mattered which party was in government in the early 2000s 

because all had to make progress with EU accession, even the AKP. Kubicek has argued that 

when it first came to power, the AKP tried to gain allies both among European countries and 

liberals at home to help in its ‘domestic political battles with the secular, Kemalist 

establishment’.59 For that reason, according to Arat,60 in its first term, the AKP reconciled itself 

with economic liberalism, the EU, and liberal democracy. Comparing it to today’s AKP which 

supports the death sentence, criminalisation of abortion and adultery and is against gender 

equality, one interviewee described the AKP’s first term in office as just an ‘advertising 

campaign’.61 

When interviewees brought up their activities in the 2000s, they frequently mentioned 

women’s platforms where they drafted law proposals. While they emphasised the importance 

of EU accession in the acceptance of their proposals to change the penal and civil codes, they 

also stressed the impact of their lobbying of parliamentarians, business organisations, trade 

unions, and the mass media.62   

Some interviewees argued that for various reasons the AKP neither cooperated with 

nor hindered the feminist movement during its first years in power.63 However, one interviewee 

suggested that that the early AKP mirrored to some extent today’s AKP:  



It took one year to even get an appointment. We hadn’t even received a reply to our 

calls, I haven’t witnessed anything like that before, no response. We couldn’t reach 

anyone…Then we got in touch with the mass media, there had been headlines like ‘the 

government refuses women’s requests’, ‘government won’t talk to women’, etc. After 

that, they finally scheduled a meeting under duress, or it was going to become a problem 

for them. Yet, they were behaving like they were doing us a favour, 5-10 minutes of a 

meeting. They didn’t have any intention to listen our demands… The campaign for 

(penal code) reform had continued for three years. The progress was very strained. The 

door for dialogue was opened by the Parliamentary Committee on Justice. They got 

used to our demands in this process. Yet, we had to work 24/7 in the process. For 

example, let’s say we receive news from the Justice Committee: X clause is rejected at 

the Parliament. Then we sit and work until 2 am in the morning and write articles for 

newspapers so they have headlines, we reach out to columnists, etc. All this happens 

by the skin of our teeth. We scraped through our reforms. Massive pressure from public, 

from mass media, the EU, but to create that, we had to work ourselves to the bone.64 

 

When referring to the late 2000s, interviewees only mentioned their demands for a 

parliamentary committee on gender equality and the Women’s Platform for New Constitution 

that was established by 86 women’s groups and grew to include some 200 women’s groups.  

Unfortunately, both the committee and the new constitution demands were ignored. The AKP 

established instead an ‘equal opportunities’ parliamentary committee. Some interviewees think 

that this was the first blatant step of the AKP to omitting gender equality from the government’s 

agenda.  

Furthermore, one interviewee interestingly referred to the late 2000s as a ‘project’ 

period at the local level because of the availability of EU funding to promote civil society and 

human rights through the Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance (IPA). The main goal of the 

IPA was to achieve national policy objectives as part of the EU accession agenda. Areas like 

democracy, the rule of law, human rights, and protection of minorities were supported. The 

European Court of Auditors underlined that EU financial assistance (IPA-I) for Turkey 



amounted to €4.58 billion between 2007 and 201365 and emphasised that Turkey was the top 

beneficiary country of EU aid outside the EU. Although there is an IPA-II allocation for the 

2014–2020 period, the AKP does not display the necessary political will to continue the EU 

accession agenda.  

Of course, we can only speculate what the feminist movement could have achieved if 

the AKP had not come to power in November 2002. One interviewee suggested that maybe the 

feminist movement would have become an ally in law-making and created better laws for 

women and ensured that they are implemented.66 Yet another interviewee pointed to the impact 

of 9/11 that made national security a main concern everywhere and deprioritised human rights’ 

agendas, including women’s rights. Accordingly, one might need to consider today’s global 

political trend of hetero-patriarchal and usually misogynistic authoritarianism while pondering 

on instrumentality of the EU for the feminist movement if the AKP was not in power.   

Figure 1 (below) visualises the milestones in feminist advocacy and gendered law-

making since 2002. Themes on the Y-axis derive from a thematic analysis of interviewees’ 

experiences with feminist advocacy. Like many other countries in the world, the Turkish state 

lacks a feminist government and also does not have a feminist agenda. Therefore, the ‘0’ point 

is determined as (deliberate) ignorance of women’s issues by the state.  

 

 

 

 

[insert] Figure 1. Milestones in feminist advocacy and gendered law-making  

 

 



The road to fıtrat, complementarity, and gender justice 

In 2010, Erdoğan met with representatives of women’s groups in Istanbul. There, for the first 

time, he openly stated that he does not believe in equality between women and men. He did 

not make this statement off the cuff: it was a deliberate announcement in front of many activist 

women. Interviewees mostly refer to this event as a crossroads; that is, the beginning of a new 

era with a complete disconnection between the government and the feminist movement. One 

interviewee summarised her reaction as follows:  

After all our achievements in domestic law during the 2000s, how could he say this? 

That he doesn’t believe in gender equality? He could. He did. After the 2010 

referendum, he has consolidated his power, he started to attack the feminist movement 

but not just us, the civil society, human rights, workers’ rights, union rights, child rights, 

etc. With the euphoria of power he had, he then had power to follow his real Islamist 

and conservative ideology, and started to take steps concerning women’s rights.67 

 

From 2010 onwards, the AKP began to remove the term ‘gender equality’ from policy papers, 

and consider gender relations under the heading ‘family’ issues. Since then, not only have 

debates about gender equality been silenced but attempts have been made to change gender 

relations according to the ideas of fıtrat (purpose of creation), complementarity, and gender 

justice (which echoes the gender equity discourse of the Vatican at the Beijing Conference in 

1995).68 As part of this, state agencies dealing with women’s issues have either been 

reorganised or ceased to exist. The Ministry of Women, for example, has become first the 

Ministry of Family and Social Policies then the Ministry of Family, Labour and Social 

Services,69 while the General Directorate for the Status and Problems of Women is now a small 

branch, and the word ‘problems’ has been  removed from its name.70  

For many years, gender inequality in Turkey has been evident in law, politics and 

society. Domestic law has always encouraged patriarchy, defending the privilege and 

dominance of men in such areas as family life, the labour market, civil rights and property 



rights. Therefore, progress in gender politics between the late 1990s and the late 2000s under 

the Europeanisation agenda was not sufficient to create a de facto improvement in gender 

equality.  

The AKP has been modifying education policies since 2010 towards creating more 

pious future generations. Education policies are now imbued with Islamist and patriarchal 

ideals and act as propaganda for divisive and sectarian religious nationalism.71 Current AKP 

social welfare policies regard women first and foremost as members of the family, responsible 

for housework and care work. This relieves the state from having to provide care facilities for 

children or elderly or disabled people. One interviewee underlined that Erdoğan sees 

motherhood as the real career for women, and that all policies, including labour and social 

polies, are infused by this thinking. In addition, when referring to women Erdoğan uses the 

term ‘appropriate womanhood’, and aims to polarise women and avoid building of an alliance 

of women. The term ‘appropriate womanhood’ includes notions of propriety and submission, 

which Kandiyoti has described as a ‘patriarchal bargain’ whereby men provide protection in 

exchange for women’s submission and their domestic work.72 According to one interviewee, 

for Erdoğan feminism and ‘appropriate womanhood’ are mutually exclusive, so that the 

feminist movement has no possibility of affecting law-making anymore.  

Under the new penal code, a person conducting a religious marriage ceremony without 

legal proof of civil marriage was liable to prosecution (Article 230). However, in May 2015, 

the Constitutional Court (by majority) cancelled the clause that punished both the couple and 

the person conducting the ceremony.73 In 1999, the Constitutional Court had unanimously 

refused annulment of the same clause, referring to the civil code, women’s rights, and the threat 

of religious marriage to the welfare of women and children, in addition to public interest and 

public order.74 However, in 2015, these concerns were no longer part of consideration: only 

four of the fifteen judges on the constitutional court disagreed with cancelling the clause.     



Women’s groups were also against the 2015 amendment because this decision would 

escalate the number of child marriages. Since Islam allows girls to get married at a very young 

age, the 2015 decision would, without a compulsory civil marriage at the legal age of 17,75 

jeopardise women’s rights, increase arranged marriages and eventually have a severe impact 

on women’s lives, especially on their future welfare and independence.76 Not long thereafter, 

the AKP passed a controversial regulation that authorised muftis to conduct civil marriage 

ceremonies (known as ‘muftis bill’).77 Interviewees usually referred to this regulation as a fight 

that had been lost. One interviewee portrayed this regulation as the epitome of the strong 

partnership between the judiciary and the AKP, and added: ‘A process of chipping away 

women’s rights in the civil code has now begun with a judgment of the Constitutional Court’.78  

Women’s groups declared that this regulation was not created because of the society’s 

needs or demands, it was only necessary for the AKP’s Islamisation agenda. It is important to 

remember that after the coup attempt in July 2016, a state of emergency was declared and 

continued until July 2018. In such an atmosphere, many NGOs were closed down and many 

people were arrested. Such shrinking of the civic and political space affected the feminist 

movement too. Even though there had been a backlash from various women’s groups against 

the muftis bill prior to parliamentary discussions, Erdoğan vowed that ‘[whether] you like it or 

not, this bill passes’.79 One interviewee described the atmosphere of the days when the muftis 

bill has passed as follows:  

I think they changed this (muftis bill) despite women’s resistance because of their real 

agenda: They want to create a state that is bound by Islamic rules, one way or another. 

This is very important for them; they want this to happen at any price. This kind of 

amendments can only be stopped by massive societal resistance. However, this 

regulation has passed during a nationwide state of emergency. People are afraid of 

going out, police violence is everywhere. Everything is banned. People are afraid. 

People are intimidated. Consequently, massive demonstrations are averted…They can 



ban anything indefinitely nowadays because of ‘public security’ reasons, which is very 

ambiguous. For example, they cancelled the Pride march indefinitely.80  

 

The Directorate of Religious Affairs (Diyanet) as initially established in 1924 as a state 

instrument to promote the secular agenda and to keep religious services under control. To do 

so, the Directorate employed muezzins, muftis and imams, and created a form of Islam that 

served the secular agenda of the Republic.81 However, the budget of the directorate quadrupled 

to over US$2 billion under the AKP’s rule.82 Nowadays, the directorate is one of the largest 

state institutions and has been instrumental in the AKP’s agenda of socially engineering a 

pious, patriarchal generation.  

The Diyanet has been included in policies shaping gender relations in line with fıtrat, 

complementarity and gender justice. Especially after the 2016 coup attempt, many women’s 

NGOs have closed,83 and GONGOs and nationwide family counselling bureaus of Diyanet 

have opened instead. The Diyanet’s family counselling bureaus have been giving women 

advice on fıtrat, complementarity and gender justice which has undone much of the work that 

NGOs did on gender equality at the local level. One interviewee summarised the current 

functioning of the Diyanet to shape gender relations:  

Family law is completely transferred to Diyanet. Family as a unit, a private sphere, has 

to be organised secularly. Firstly, giving Muftis marriage authority so they build 

families with religious norms, and now social benefits to both women and family are 

considered ‘family matters’. Hence, what we called the private sphere is transformed 

into the religious arena. This is problematic. Now that the Ministry of Family is 

combined with the Labour Ministry, women’s labour is transferred to this Ministry 

which is already led by neoliberal policies, and oppressive politics that are the enemy 

of the working class. Thus, the private and family spheres are transferred to religious 

norms while women’s unpaid work is transferred to the ministry of labour through the 

ministry of family.84 

 



Survival strategies: alliance of resistance 

When interviewees shared their experiences of feminist advocacy, they often referred to a 

women’s platform around a particular issue that they had helped to establish. While not all 

organisations (or activists) involved in these platforms consider themselves ‘feminist’, these 

platforms clearly were conceived by feminist movement. One interviewee described the nature 

of this alliance of different women’s groups and activists as follows: ‘Various women’s 

movements can unite according to the matter at hand, such as abortion rights or the rape bill. 

Of course this is not an everlasting reconciliation, it can never be, there are different political 

determinants, yet, the capacity to reconcile under certain themes, certain campaigns is crucial 

to the resistance’.85 

Turkey signed the Council of Europe Convention on ‘preventing and combating 

violence against women and domestic violence’ (Istanbul Convention) in May 2011.86 One 

interviewee highlighted that the AKP probably signed the Istanbul Convention to raise its 

international reputation. Considering the timing of the Convention and the general election 

(June 2011), and the evaluation report of the monitoring mechanism of the Convention,87 the 

AKP’s signing of the convention appears instrumental. Following the Convention, women’s 

‘No to Violence’ Platform assembled to draft a new protection bill for women. It tried to work 

with the Ministry of Family and Social Policy. One of the interviewees vividly portrayed this 

process:  

The draft had become my daily life, mine and some other women’s. That period of 10-

12 months is a void in my life. It had been exhaustive. First of all, we were trying to 

write a new law, trying to handle the Minister and handle women’s groups because the 

women’s movement was also very divided. Therefore, we were trying to be effective 

within the frame of space and opportunities created for us. However, once they block 

us, we cannot have any more impact because we cannot enter through that door. If you 

cannot enter that door, you cannot create any difference. It is delusion.88 

  



Interviewees frequently referred to the Minister of the time, Fatma Şahin, as someone who was 

open to working with the feminist movement. The process of drafting a women’s protection 

bill had taken place during Şahin’s time at the Ministry. Interviewees mostly referred to this 

process as the cooperation or communication period. One interviewee stated: ‘This process of 

6284 [no of the law] was the last meaningful connection between the feminist movement and 

the government. After Sahin left there was no relationship whatsoever, it was more like a lack 

of relationship, indifference to our existence. It was over’.89 

Although there had been communication between the platform and the Minister, by the 

time the bill was sent to the Parliament in early 2012, the amendments provided by the women’s 

platform had been excluded. Some interviewees referred again to their lobbying activities in 

Parliament before the bill was put to a vote. One interviewee explained their shock:  

Once the bill was sent to the Parliament, our recommendations were excluded from the 

bill. This was a tragic but very clear message to women’s movement, a message saying 

that ‘we will no longer work with you’. Again struggling, working hard to lobby at the 

Parliament we managed to add some amendments to the bill. Yet the revenge soon came 

with Erdoğan’s efforts on criminalising abortion and caesarean delivery.90  

 

In line with her views, when law 6284 entered into force, the aim was to protect ‘family’ and 

prevent VAW rather than protecting women.91 In the 1990s too, a fight to name the protection 

law as the ‘protection of women’ rather than ‘family’ had taken place and lost. However, law 

6284 still offers women more protection than they had before.   

Interviewees usually used the word ‘resistance’ and mentioned ‘women’s alliance’ to 

refer to their activities after 2013. Likewise, following the passing of law 6284, no one 

mentioned communication (with the state) anymore since GONGOs are used by the AKP to 

promote fıtrat, complementarity and gender justice. All interviewees referred to two success 

stories by women’s alliances to stop the AKP’s attempts to worsen women’s rights: the bill to 

criminalise abortion and caesarean delivery, and the bill to pardon statutory rape if perpetrators 



married the victims. In 2012, Erdoğan publicly expressed his view on abortion, using a very 

unusual metaphor: ‘Each abortion is one Uludere’92 (referring to the Roboski Massacre when 

34 Kurdish civilians were killed by the Turkish military in an air strike near the Iraqi border). 

Abortion has been legal in Turkey since 1983. As any amendment to the bill would affect all 

women whether feminist or not, many women took part in protests. One interviewee explained 

the reason behind massive protest of women as follows:  

Women listen to the feminist politics when they realise that a legal amendment can turn 

men to direct threats into their lives. Then they listen to us. For instance, the abortion 

bill, this is the finest example… They stepped back because they noticed that we (the 

feminist movement) have an impact on women. No woman says ‘okay, I am religious, 

I vote for AKP therefore let abortion be banned’. Women do not want to give birth to 

so many children because of men’s oppression, or having pain because of a ban on 

caesarean. That’s why we had so much impact.93  

 

Some parliamentarians filed an annulment action of law no 6354 that restricts caesarean 

delivery however the Constitutional Court rejected this by a large majority.94 In other words, 

the Court decided that allowing only a caesarean delivery when it is medically necessary is not 

unconstitutional. 

Even though no legislation has been introduced to date to criminalise abortion, the 

service is practically unavailable. O’Neil has verified that only 34 of 431 state hospitals (7.8%) 

and 9 of 58 teaching and research hospitals (15.5%) provide abortion without restriction to 

reason.95 One interviewee highlighted that the AKP has now turned abortion rights into a class 

problem, as only the richer classes can access abortion in a limited number of very expensive 

private clinics. Referring to abortion, one interviewee emphasised the importance of women’s 

alliances in today’s political context:  

State makes law. We don’t care about this anymore. The state’s laws do not guarantee 

anything. If mind-sets do not change, laws are broken. We have learned this with AKP’s 

terms in government. Therefore, we are going to guard our achievements. All 



achievements of women that the government confiscated. We absolutely resist. We are 

going to organise together.96 

 

Moreover, in 2016, the AKP proposed a bill that would prevent the prosecution of the male 

perpetrator of sexual assault in case he agreed to marry the female victim (known as ‘the rape 

bill’). Many women’s groups marched on streets and organised protests in different cities to 

create public awareness. Not long thereafter, the government revoked the bill.97 This is the 

second case provided by interviewees for the impact of the women’s alliances. One interviewee 

uses ‘the rape bill’ as an example to describe how women resist and try to prevent the 

government’s attempts to worsen their rights:   

The women’s movement is the most successful movement right now. Not only have we 

intervened with their attempts to worsen our rights, but also we’ve contributed to some 

new law-making. But other than those, we only prevented. For instance, that rape 

bill…The feminist movement exists more as a point of ‘resistance’ now. This is the 

extent of our power in such an atmosphere. We are against such a tyrannical regime, 

even resisting is an achievement right now.98 

 

However, the women’s alliance lost the fight over article 103 of the penal code – child sexual 

abuse. There have been many cases before the Constitutional Court relating to this article. First, 

law no 6545 has made amendments to the first and second paragraphs of Article 103. The 

Constitutional Court received three annulment actions for article 103. The first action was 

received before law 6545 was adopted, and the Constitutional Court declined the action with 

reference to Turkey’s international agreements.99 The second annulment action led to 

cancellation of the second provision of article 103; that is: ‘In case of performance of sexual 

abuse by inserting an organ or instrument into a body, the offender is sentenced to a term of 

imprisonment no less than 16 years’. The Court annulled this second provision stating that it 

was against the principle of proportionality between offense and penalty.100 The third 

annulment action related to the first three clauses of article 103. The justification for the 



decision referred to child sexual abuse cases where the victim might be four years old or 

fourteen years old and asks for a categorisation according to the victim’s age. The same 

justification also states that victims between twelve and fourteen years old can comprehend the 

offense taking place against them. The Constitutional Court decided to annul the first and 

second paragraphs of article 103 in terms of ‘non-completion of 15 years of age’ and asked for 

categorisation of penalties with a new regulation. In late 2016, a provision in yet another 

Omnibus Bill – that amends various disparate, unrelated laws – amended Article 103 to specify 

the age of abused children (law no. 6763).101  

An alliance of women called TCK 103 Women’s Platform, comprised of 137 women’s 

groups,102 protested this regulation. The Platform stressed that there was a legal loophole in the 

definition of child and a de facto search for the consent of the victim if the child was aged 

between twelve and fifteen. The platform’s demands included amending the article to refer to 

66-1/b of the penal code which states that anyone younger than eighteen is a child.103 The 

second request was to set the age of consent as fifteen in the text, and to consider it a major 

crime if the victim is under twelve years old, in order to avoid creating a loophole that allowed 

courts to question the consent of children in this age range, and thus indirectly encourage child 

marriage. Children under fifteen cannot give consent, and assent of family cannot cover up a 

crime committed by the perpetrator.104 Unsurprisingly, the platform’s demands were not well 

received by the AKP. Today, article 103 includes a loophole for consent of children aged 

between twelve and fifteen because of the two categories of child sexual abuse: under and 

above twelve years old. Women have continued to fight this and other battles for women’s 

rights. Women’s groups such as the platform ‘we will stop femicide’, women’s coalitions, 

women’s assemblies (kadın meclisleri) often attend court cases and follow case law that 

involves femicides, VAW, and child sexual abuse. They monitor sexism in courtrooms, and by 



their mere presence create an atmosphere where judges know that they are watched by 

women’s groups. 

It needs to be stressed that the Kurdish Women’s Movement and the feminist movement 

work in the Parliament together. Although some Kurdish women parliamentarians are now 

imprisoned, they had been supporting and defending the feminist agenda together in the 

Parliament. One interviewee depicted the alliance in the parliament while another described 

the critical reason why there is a need for a women’s alliance: 

It is crucial that we have friends from the Kurdish Women’s Movement who have been 

defending our voice in parliament since 2007. This has extended our sphere of 

influence. Our friends from the Kurdish Women’s Movement have carried our voice to 

the parliament’s benches.105  

 

Especially after 2011, building a women’s alliance has become more important because 

the principle of equality, which was one of the main principles of the Republic, is being 

eroded by the AKP. The principle of equality was a state policy since the early days of 

the Republic even though it was rarely fully implemented in practice: the State did not 

do much to establish equality between women and men but it obeyed the principle. The 

very existence of this principle had helped feminist advocacy and our achievements in 

law-making. The AKP has taken this ground away from us. Therefore, what we now 

have is legislation that was built on the principle of equality between women and men, 

which is now a pile of legislation suspended in the air, with no ground.106  

 

Interviewees believe that the women’s alliance is strong enough to oppose the AKP. They have 

faith in resistance, in the women’s alliance, and are sure about their part in the future of the 

country:  

They are against equality between women and men and therefore we cannot find 

common ground. Especially after 2012. Personally, I cannot go back from international 

standards and conventions on human rights of women that Turkey has signed and 

agreed. I, as an activist, a feminist, a woman, I cannot go back…The AKP wants us to 

retreat. From now on, all I can do is to demand more: First to resist, so the AKP cannot 



worsen women’s rights, revoke our achievements. Secondly, demand more to achieve 

more… This is my mission at hand.107 

 

Conclusion    

Women’s rights in Turkey improved to some degree during the Europeanisation period (1998–

2007) due largely to efforts of the feminist movement. However, the patriarchal structure of 

Turkey has continuously hindered progress, as evidenced in the previous discussions on civil 

code and penal code reforms in the parliament.108 The first draft for a new penal code, for 

example, was not different to the previous code with regards to women’s rights.  Only after the 

feminist movement became involved in discussions were women’s individuality, bodily 

integrity, and sexual and bodily autonomy incorporated into the code.109  

The period of selective Europeanisation (2007–2011) witnessed efforts of the feminist 

movement to communicate with the AKP. However, once Erdoğan publicly denied equality 

between women and men, there was no ‘common ground left’. Subsequently, the AKP began 

to redesign gender relations. It increased the budget of Diyanet and its visibility, and included 

the institution in policies shaping gender relations according to religious dogma through family 

counselling bureaus. Moreover, education policies rooted in Islamist and patriarchal ideals and 

propaganda of divisive and sectarian religious nationalism may affect women’s rights for an 

unforeseeable period. 110  

Since the 2011 general election, Turkey has seen a decline in secularism, rule of law 

and democratic practices combined with the de-Europeanisation of policies and ongoing 

institutionalisation of political Islam.111 Simultaneously, society is polarised between ‘us and 

them’. Who the ‘others’ are differs. At times, it refers to feminist women, to ethnic and 

religious minorities, to LGBTQ+, and to secularists, or it might encompass all people who do 

not vote for the AKP and Erdoğan. Kandiyoti has argued that ‘us’ refers to the ‘real’ people 

who are ‘God-fearing, AKP-voting Sunni Muslims’ while ‘them’ consists of ‘all political 



detractors, potentially treasonous others’.112 Furthermore, the coup attempt in 2016 and 

subsequent state of emergency have shrunk civic space even more.  Many people are arrested 

and have lost jobs and are blacklisted for other jobs, including in academia. Kurdish politicians 

are imprisoned, trustees are appointed to Kurdish local governments, and women’s NGOs 

working for Kurdish women are closed.113 Thus, in today’s political climate, there is no sign 

of communication between the feminist movement and AKP.  

Such an atmosphere and constant emphasis on traditional gender roles hinder any 

progress on women’s rights and equality, including effective implementation of law 6284. In 

addition, women’s labour market participation has been decreasing and women are 

increasingly confined to the home, to traditional gender roles or working in precarious, flexible, 

low-paid jobs as a result of the AKP’s gender justice policies and neoliberal market policies. 

Therefore, today’s activism of the alliance of women’s groups is more about survival, than 

law-making.  

Resistance is survival. Today’s mission is holding onto the achievements of the past, 

that is fighting against any attempt to worsen women’s rights. An alliance of various women’s 

groups serves to create a strong bond throughout the country, building resistance despite the 

shrinking space for activism. Interviewees agreed that the women’s alliance succeeded twice 

to stop the AKP’s attempts to worsen women’s rights. However, they also agree that today’s 

restricted civic space has affected their capacity for organisation and mobilisation. For 

example, interviewees considered the muftis regulation and the amendment of article 103 of 

the penal code as two amendments that the women’s alliance was unsuccessful in stopping.    

Likewise, since 2016, the women’s alliance has been fighting against the controversial 

report of the parliamentary commission on protecting the integrity of family that includes many 

clauses that will worsen women’s rights and erase women’s agency. While writing this article, 

fanatic religious media, some GONGOs and other groups have been campaigning to end 



women’s alimony rights, and have criticised the various legal protections on preventing and 

combatting violence against women and domestic violence, such as the Istanbul Convention 

and law 6284.   

This study has demonstrated that since the late 1980s feminist advocacy in law-making 

changed according to the political context. In doing so, the study has contributed to literature 

by establishing a timeline of feminist advocacy and providing activists’ interpretations of 

challenges or potential areas of success in today’s political context in which they try to operate. 

Although there are various women’s movements in Turkey,114 they do not strictly separate 

from each other because efforts of the feminist movement on law-making are supported by 

various women’s groups, who do not necessarily define themselves as feminists. A non-

exhaustive list of platforms established by the women’s alliance includes Civil Code Women’s 

Platform, Penal Code Women's Platform, Women’s Labour and Employment Initiative 

Platform, ‘No to Violence’ Platform, Istanbul Convention Monitoring Platform, and TCK 103 

Women’s Platform.  

These platforms prove that women are aware that the civic space surrounding them is 

shrinking more every day, and that an alliance of various women’s groups is a way to survive, 

resist Erdoğan and the AKP, and protect earlier achievements in domestic law, while also 

bringing about change whenever it is possible. One example is the effort to follow case laws 

of femicides, VAW and child abuse. Women’s groups try to organise, raise awareness, and 

travel court to court to follow these cases, and the presence of women’s groups in a courtroom 

generates a tendency towards implementation of law, as opposed to good conduct abatement 

for the perpetrator.     
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Appendix  

1. Figure 1 - Milestones in feminist advocacy and gendered law-making 

2. Key for Figure 1. 

 



 



Key for Figure 1. 

a. The new civil code, January 2002 

b. Women's platform for new penal code 

c. Amendment of article 10 of constitution 

d. Demand for women's political participation and gender quota 

e. AKP’s attempt to criminalise adultery in the new penal code (stopped by pressure from 

both EU and women’s platforms) 

f. The new penal code, June 2005 

g. Exclusion of some amendments of women's platform from the new penal code 

h. Women's Platform for new constitution 

i. Campaigns for the establishment of a parliamentary committee on ‘gender equality’ 

j. Establishment of a Parliamentary Committee on Equal Opportunities 

k. Omission of 'gender equality' from policy papers 

l. Redesign of gender relations according to ‘fıtrat’ (purpose of creation), 

complementarity, and gender justice 

m. Islamist ideals, patriarchy, and propaganda of religious nationalism embedded in 

education policies 

n. Increasing budget of the Directorate of Religious Affairs (Diyanet) and including 

Diyanet in policies shaping gender relations (nationwide family counselling bureaus) 

o. Erdogan: ‘Women and men are not equal’, July 2010 

p. No positive action measure for women in article 10 of constitution, September 2010 

q. Convention on ‘preventing and combating violence against women and domestic 

violence’ of the Council of Europe (Istanbul Convention), May 2011 

r. Fatma Şahin's term at the Ministry of Family & Social Policies, July 2011 - December 

2013 

s. Intensified misogynist discourse of Erdogan and the Justice and Development Party 

(AKP)  

t. Ministry of Women is changed to ‘Family’ and Social Policies 

u. Demand for Zipper System 

v. Demand for 'Women’ in the title of Law 6284 

w. Law 6284 to Protect ‘Family’ and Prevent Violence against Women (VAW) 

x. Omission of some amendments of Women's Platform from Law 6284 

y. Bill to criminalise abortion and caesarean delivery 

z. Closure of feminist organisations and setting up GONGOs 

aa. Women’s demands for enforcement of Law No 6284 because of extreme numbers of 

VAW 

bb. Controversial report of the parliamentary commission on ‘protecting the integrity of 

family’ 

cc. Opposition of women’s groups to the controversial report 



dd. Recommendations of TPC 103 Women's Platform on Article 103 (child abuse) of penal 

code 

ee. Defamation of Law 6284 by fanatical religious media and GONGOs 

ff. Bill to pardon statutory rape if perpetrators marry victims (known as ‘the rape bill’) 

gg. Article 103 of the penal code is amended and has created loophole for consent of 

children between 12 and 15 

hh. Denigration of alimony rights 

ii. Implementation of the controversial report of the parliamentary commission on 

protecting the integrity of family 

jj. Muftis able to perform civil marriages (known as the ‘the muftis bill’) 

kk. Ministry of family and social policies is combined with labour: The Ministry of Family, 

Labour and Social Services, July 2018 

ll. Second attempt to pass ‘the rape bill’ 
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